Abstract. A visual illusion known as the motion aftereffect is considered to be the perceptual manifestation of motion sensors that are recovering from adaptation. This aftereffect can be obtained for a specific range of adaptation speeds with its magnitude generally peaking for speeds around 3 deg s -1 . The classic motion aftereffect is usually measured with a static test pattern. Here, we measured the magnitude of the motion aftereffect for a large range of velocities covering also higher speeds, using both static and dynamic test patterns. The results suggest that at least two (sub)populations of motion-sensitive neurons underlie these motion aftereffects. One population shows itself under static test conditions and is dominant for low adaptation speeds, and the other is prevalent under dynamic test conditions after adaptation to high speeds. The dynamic motion aftereffect can be perceived for adaptation speeds up to three times as fast as the static motion aftereffect. We tested predictions that follow from the hypothesised division in neuronal substrates. We found that for exactly the same adaptation conditions (oppositely directed transparent motion with different speeds), the aftereffect direction differs by 180° depending on the test pattern. The motion aftereffect is opposite to the pattern moving at low speed when the test pattern is static, and opposite to the high-speed pattern for a dynamic test pattern. The determining factor is the combination of adaptation speed and type of test pattern.
to that of the high-speed pattern, and when a static pattern was used, the direction of MAE was more opposite to that of the low-speed pattern.
If the speed that produces the optimal magnitude of MAE is the sole determining factor (largest magnitude is achieved at 2-3 deg s" 1 as mentioned above (1) ), the pattern of near-optimal speed would be expected to dominate the direction of MAE under all circumstances. Or, if all motion sensor signals were pooled during adaptation to obtain one common gain for the resultant vector direction and the test stimulus were to read out this common integrative stage, one would always expect the same direction of MAE regardless of the test stimulus. In other words, the direction of MAE should predominantly be determined by the more optimal adapting vector, for both test conditions. As mentioned earlier, this is not what has been found in our previous experiment. Under dynamic test conditions, adapted sensors coding for higher speeds dominate the direction of MAE. Obviously, there must be a MAE produced by sensors tuned to higher speeds that does not show itself under classic test conditions. Until fairly recently, classic conditions for obtaining a MAE meant testing with static patterns. Several researchers have pointed out that dynamic test patterns show previously undiscovered characteristics of MAE (eg Green et al 1983; von Griinau 1986; Hiris and Blake 1992; Ledgeway 1994; Nishida and Sato 1995; Verstraten et al 1996a) . On the basis of other psychophysical findings in the domain of motion perception (eg van de Grind et al 1986 van de Grind et al , 1994 , we have recently suggested that low and high speeds are initially processed separately by different populations or in different channels (Verstraten et al 1999) . More specifically, we have suggested that slow and fast units might contribute differently to the MAE, depending on the nature of the test pattern. This hypothesis is tested in experiment 1. The idea is that if two different sensor groups (channels) underlie the aftereffect of transparent motion with their dominance depending on the type of test condition, they must have different 'tuning' curves.
We indeed found two different tuning curves for static and dynamic MAEs. A prediction that follows from that result is tested in experiment 2.
Experiment 1
In the first experiment we measured the magnitude of MAE for a range of adaptation velocities using two different types of test patterns-static and dynamic.
Methods

Stimulus generation.
A random-pixel array (RPA) pattern (see figure 1 ) was generated by a custom-built hardware noise-pattern generator controlled by a Macintosh computer. The display contained 256 x 256 pixels and was 14 cm x 14 cm square (1 pixel « 0.55 mm). Each pixel on the screen corresponded to one pixel on the CRT raster. The average luminance was set to 50 cd m~2 and the rms contrast was held at 70%. Patterns were presented on a CRT display (ElectroHome model EVM-1200, P4 phosphor) at a display rate of 90 Hz. A more detailed description has been given in previous papers (eg Fredericksen et al 1993) .
2.1.2 Procedure. Observers adapted for 30 s to a moving RPA. The pattern was moving horizontally either from left to right or vice versa (see figure 1) . The speeds ranged from 0.35 deg s" 1 (1 pixel step every 8 frames) to 79 deg s _1 (steps of 28 pixels every frame). After adaptation, a test pattern was shown and the MAE duration was measured with the use of the computer keyboard and clock. Although the use of duration as a measure of the magnitude of MAE is controversial"(eg Anstis 1987; Pantle 1998), for this experiment it is most appropriate. The method is fast and we are not interested in small differences for which more sensitive techniques may be required. The test (1) In fact, it is not important where the curve actually peaks, as long as it has only one peak. Figure 1 . Example of a random-pixel array (RPA). The inset shows a sample of the pixels. In a RPA, all pixels make the same step size every x frames. Although several terms have been used in the past, we prefer to use RPA because it is a special case of a randomdot pattern. In our stimulus the initial randomly drawn 256 x 256 pixels are moving as a coherent pattern, an 'array', not as individual dots, appearing and disappearing only at the sides of the display.
pattern could be either static visual noise (a stationary RPA) or dynamic visual noise. When dynamic noise was presented, its temporal-frequency cutoff was 45 Hz (which means that all the pixels were randomly refreshed every 22 ms). After the subject indicated the duration or absence of MAE, a 30 s pause was given. The static and dynamic test conditions were presented in a pseudo-randomised order and so were the velocities. Viewing distance was 1 m, resulting in a square display of area 8 deg x 8 deg, in a dimly lit room. Viewing was binocular and' a fixation point was present in the centre of the display. Head support and a chin-rest were provided. All conditions were presented sixty-four times (2 directions x 2 test patterns x 16 velocities).
2.1.3 Observers. Two experienced observers (the authors MS and FV) participated in this experiment.
Results and discussion
The results for both observers are shown in figure 2, where the duration of MAE is plotted as a function of the adaptation speed. We collapsed the data for 'equal' speeds with opposite motion directions (see procedure). Several observations can be made. The data show that the dynamic MAE is perceived over a much broader range extending to higher speeds. For our stimulus, the static MAE is not present for speeds higher than approximately 20 deg s"
1
. The dynamic MAE is still visible for speeds about three times as fast. At the lower end of the speed range the magnitude of MAE is larger for a static test pattern than that for a dynamic test pattern. The opposite is true for the higher end of the speed range where the dynamic MAE is more prevalent.
One additional observation should be mentioned. In one condition a dynamic test pattern was presented after adaptation to a low-speed pattern, where low is defined as a speed to the left of the equality point E in figure 3a (equality point stands for the speed at which static and dynamic MAEs have the same magnitude). The duration of the dynamic MAE was subsequently measured. As soon as the observer indicated that the MAE had disappeared, the dynamic pattern was replaced by a static pattern. At that instant the MAE showed up again. This phenomenon has been reported previously (Verstraten et al 1996b) . However, we now report that it only seemed to happen for the cases when dynamic testing preceded a static pattern after adaptation to lower speeds. Dynamic testing after adaptation to higher speeds followed by a static test pattern did not result in the reappearance of a MAE. We are currently investigating this in more detail and preliminary results have been reported by van der Smagt et al (1998). For now, we tentatively conclude that for a given direction there are at least two pools of sensors underlying the different MAEs. One pool that is predominantly tuned to the lower end of the speed range and another pool that is more sensitive to higher speeds (strictly speaking, more effective in inducing static and dynamic MAEs, respectively). Given this, some predictions follow, which are tested in experiment 2.
Experiment 2
In figure 3a we have schematically represented the findings of experiment 1. To the left of the equality point E the static MAE is stronger than the dynamic MAE ('static MAE dominant'). To the right of E the dynamic MAE is stronger than the static MAE. For a part of this 'dynamic MAE dominant' range, the static MAE does not exist. This range is called 'dynamic MAE only'. It is harder to localise an analogous range at the lower speeds for static MAEs ('static MAE only'). The upper part of the gray area in figure 3a represents the minimal duration of MAE for what we consider a reliable magnitude of MAE. We chose this, arbitrary, threshold level at approximately one-third of the maximum value of MAE.
The curves obtained in experiment 1 show that MAEs for high adaptation speeds exist but can only be made visible by dynamic test patterns. As stated before, we hypothesise that different populations of sensors underlie these MAEs. This allows us to formulate and test a prediction for the MAE of transparent motion. By transparent motion we refer to the situation where two velocity vectors are present and are perceived separately in the same part of the visual field (eg Braddick 1997).
Let us construct transparent motion consisting of a low-speed and a high-speed component. We can choose the low speed such that it will produce a strong static MAE and a weak or no dynamic MAE. In the same vein we can choose a high speed that results in a strong dynamic MAE and no or a weak static MAE. After adaptation to transparent motion of both speeds, we expect a MAE opposite to the low-speed pattern for a static test pattern, and a MAE opposite to the high-speed pattern for a dynamic test pattern. That is, for oppositely directed transparent motion, we expect MAEs that differ 180° in direction depending only on the type of the test pattern. Left of equality point E the static MAE is stronger than the dynamic MAE (static MAE dominant). On the right side of E the dynamic MAE is stronger than the static MAE. For a subset of this 'dynamic MAE dominant' range, the static MAE does not exist. This range is called 'dynamic MAE only'. It is hard to localise an analogous range at lower speeds for static MAEs. (b) It is important to note that in case of transparent motion in opposite directions (or in general for different directions), two sets of two 'tuning' curves have to be considered to allow predictions about the direction of the resulting MAE. For example, in the case of transparent motion in opposite directions with equal speed as represented by vectors b and b\ the MAE will be a product of two populations tuned to different directions. One population tuned to direction b and the other to direction b' but with the same speed-tuning characteristics for a given speed. For transparent motion of slow and fast speeds as represented by vectors a and c, this idea becomes more important to understand the result.
For opposite adaptation directions the stronger (longer) MAE always determines the direction of MAE. To be able to see also small contributions by the non-dominant component (if present), we also present orthogonally directed transparent motion. The difference in perceived direction between static and dynamic MAEs for these adaptation conditions can be as large as 90°. 3.1.2 Procedure. In this experiment, there were two main conditions. In the first condition a low and a high speed opposite in direction were presented under transparentmotion conditions. It is important to understand that during adaptation this stimulus will activate sensors tuned to different directions. Therefore, different tests will tap sensors tuned not only to different speeds but also to different directions (see figure 3b  vectors a and c) . In the second condition, orthogonally directed transparent motion was used with the same speeds (see below for details).
A simple control condition was added as well. In the case of opposite transparent motion, when both adapting vectors have the same speed and therefore lead to the same magnitude of MAE, a cancellation of the MAE is expected for both static and dynamic test patterns as long as the speed is represented in both the static and the dynamic 'tuning' curve. For orthogonal transparent motion with equal speeds the MAE should be exactly opposite to the vector sum of the two inducing patterns, again irrespective of the type of the test pattern. Transparent motion in orthogonal directions. Observers adapted for 30 s to two simultaneously presented RPAs moving transparently in orthogonal directions. The patterns were moving in the 225° and 315° directions (anticlockwise from 0°, which is the 3 o'clock direction, see figure 4 and figure 5 ). The speeds of the two inducing patterns were chosen for each subject individually, on the basis of results of experiment 1. For subject MS we chose 0.66 deg s" 1 (vector a, see figure 3b) figure 5 ).
After 30 s of adaptation a test pattern was shown for 2 s. This test pattern could either be static visual noise (SVN, a stationary RPA) or dynamic visual noise (DVN, see section 2.1). After the test pattern was shown, a horizontal black line, 1 pixel wide was presented on an RPA that was always static. One could argue that it would be better to present the line on a nontextured average-luminance display. In a previous experiment we tested this for several observers and there were no significant differences (Verstraten et al 1999) . Observers were asked to adjust the orientation of the line such that it was parallel to the direction of the MAE as they experienced it, immediately after the test pattern was presented. After the observer had indicated the perceived direction, the final value was stored by the computer, and followed by a 30 s pause. The static and the dynamic test conditions were presented in a random order. Viewing conditions were the same as in experiment 1. Transparent motion in opposite directions. The patterns were moving along the diagonal with the same set of speeds as for the orthogonal-direction condition (see figure 5a) . After adaptation, either a static or dynamic test pattern was presented and observers had to indicate only whether the MAE was moving to the upper left, lower right, or not at all. All conditions were repeated four times.
Results
The results for both subjects are illustrated in figure 5 . We collapsed the data for equivalent adaptation combinations. For three out of four conditions it is sufficient to describe and illustrate the results in a qualitative manner. In the upper part of figure 5, adaptation to oppositely directed transparent motion is represented. If both patterns have the same speeds there is no MAE for either test pattern (condition A^. When the vectors have different speeds (condition A 2 ), the MAE behaves as expected from the curves reported in experiment 1. When the test is static, the MAE is opposite to the slow pattern; and when the test pattern is dynamic, the MAE is opposite to the fast pattern-a difference of 180°.
In the lower panel of figure 5 the orthogonal adaptation conditions are shown. As expected, the MAE of vectors with the same speed is opposite to the vector sum of the adapting directions (condition Bj). Where the vectors have different speeds, the directions are basically opposite to the dominating inducing directions, as expected from our two (sub)population hypotheses. The speeds used in all the conditions and the quantitative results (the direction of MAE) for the B 2 condition are presented in the table in the lower part of figure 5.
General discussion
In this paper we have shown that the range of speeds that generate MAEs is larger than expected on the basis of the classic MAE (defined as the MAE tested with a stationary test pattern). If a dynamic test pattern is used, the illusory motion can be seen for adaptation speeds up to three times faster than the upper velocity limit for generating a perceivable static MAE. We postulated a division into different pools of detectors within the population of motion sensors to account for this finding. A simple test in experiment 2 provided support for this idea: when an observer adapts to oppositely directed transparent motion, consisting of a low-speed and high-speed pattern, for the same adaptation conditions the direction of MAE differs by 180°, depending on the type of the test pattern. If a static test is used, the MAE is opposite to the slow adaptation pattern and if the test pattern is dynamic the MAE is opposite to the fast pattern. The same rule holds for adaptation to orthogonal transparent motion.
In this discussion we would like to elaborate on the following three topics: (1) the concept of 'two populations' of motion sensors, (2) how this work relates to recent research on MAEs, and (3) what the possible implications are for models of MAE.
Separate populations of sensors tuned to high-velocity and low-velocity motion?
There are several independent indications that separate parallel streams process slow and fast motions. A complete survey of the relevant literature would be out of place here. Below, we discuss some of the evidence and assume that these selective references suffice to establish that the two-channel idea is not too wild a hypothesis.
One report that might be related involves a famous cerebral akinetopsia patient (see Zihl et al 1983) . This person has bilateral brain damage that includes the putative human analogue for the middle-temporal area (MT/V5) and is known to have severe problems in perceiving motion. These problems appear selective and seem to be restricted to the higher speed range. Hess et al (1989) showed that she was unable to perform a speed-discrimination task when the speeds were above 6 deg s" 1 . For this patient the human analogue for V5 is not available for visual motion processing, so there must be other neural substrates for processing slow motion. On the basis of a PET (positron emission tomography) study by Shipp et al (1994) , Gegenfurtner and Hawken (1996) suggested a possible pathway through areas V3 and V4 for slow motion.
Gegenfurtner and Hawken (1995, see also 1996), using different stimuli from ours, also suggest two processing streams for motion. One for fast motion and one for slow motion, where the difference is based on temporal characteristics (although in their case low speeds were not veridically perceived). Differences between channels based on temporal characteristics have received considerable attention in the past. Kulikowski and Tolhurst (1973) were among the first to explicitly differentiate between channels based on temporal characteristics. They related sustained versus transient cells to pattern versus motion channels. However, several subsequent papers suggested that both transient as well as sustained channels carry motion information (eg Thompson 1983; Anderson and Burr 1985) , again showing that two channels are likely to be involved in motion processing.
It is also known that motion sensors that are tuned to different speeds have different characteristics. For example, van de Grind et al (1986) showed that bilocal-type motion detectors coding for low speeds are tuned by their delay, those coding for higher speeds by their span (see also van de Grind et al 1994) . Mutual-suppression and related studies supply more and more evidence for two motion channels, one for low and one for high speeds (eg Snowden 1990; Verstraten et al 1996b; Edwards et al 1998) .
Although the classic notion is that parvocellular (P) neurons deal with colour and form information and magnocellular (M) neurons with motion processing, Livingstone and Hubel (1987) also suggested that the sustained channel (P pathway) mediates slowly moving patterns. This indicates that both P and M pathways are involved in motion processing. Merigan and Maunsel (1993) hold a more recent view: Merigan (1998, personal communication) suggests that both pathways are involved as long as the motion falls in the spatiotemporal range of the P and M pathways.
So there are several reports indicating differences between processing of high and low speeds. In a previous paper we used the term sustained (S) channel for lowvelocity-tuned motion sensors and transient (T) channel for high-velocity-tuned motion sensors (Verstraten et al 1999) . Although we used this for ease of exposition, this distinction is more common in recent motion literature (eg Strout et al 1994; Wolf and Lusty 1994) . In any case, the present findings provide support for the idea of at least two, possibly parallel, channels or even pathways, one consisting of motion sensors mainly tuned to higher speeds and the other of units mainly tuned to lower speeds.
Relation to recent research on MAEs
As we have briefly discussed in the introduction, the difference between static and dynamic MAEs has become of much interest recently. Vision scientists have found differences depending on the kind of test patterns in the past (eg Green et al 1983) , but the first experimental and theoretical emphasis came from von Griinau (1986) and Cavanagh and Mather (1989) Raymond 1993) . Often special kinds of motion were used, like first-order and second-order motion (Chubb and Sperling 1988; Cavanagh and Mather 1989) . We, on the other hand, have focused on static and dynamic MAEs of luminance-contrast-based motion, which is predominantly first order (as did Hiris and Blake 1992; see also von Griinau and Dube 1992). Of course, there is always secondorder information in the stimulus but there is no reason to believe that this information can account for the present results.
So far it has been assumed that if adaptation to first-order motion results in a static MAE it will also show a dynamic MAE. We have shown that this is not necessarily so. For higher speeds, MAEs of first-order motion can only be perceived if the test pattern is dynamic. We note that, while investigating another phenomenon, Wainwright and Cavanagh (1999) also were able to generate a dynamic MAE while there was no static MAE for adaptation to luminance-contrast-based motion.
In a way our results seem to conflict with those of Grunewald and Lankheet (1996) . Basing themselves on a model by Grunewald (1996) , they presented psychophysical evidence that oppositely directed transparent motion results in an orthogonal MAE. More recently they reported that this MAE is actually bidirectional (Grunewald and Lankheet 1997). These aftereffects are not perceived with our stimuli, possibly because our RPAs are high-density rather than sparse dot stimuli. This discrepancy needs further investigation.
Implications for MAE models
Although there were some ideas about the mechanisms underlying MAE in the 19th century (see Wade and Verstraten 1998) , the first explicit model was presented in the early sixties of this century and became known as the ratio model (Sutherland 1961; Barlow and Hill 1963) . The strict ratio model was followed by Mather's distributionshift model (Mather 1980 ; see also Levinson and Sekuler 1976) . These models have their problems, which are discussed in Mather and Harris (1998) .
As an alternative, Mather and Harris use the model of Wilson and his colleagues (eg Wilson et al 1992; Wilson and Kim 1994) . This model seems promising since it can handle motion in two dimensions (eg Exner 1887; Adelson and Movshon 1982) as well as some higher-order MAE phenomena. One of the reasons that Wilson's model is especially interesting for MAE research is because it potentially allows adaptation to occur at multiple sites. And this is what is required to explain the current results.
Wilson's model distinguishes between three layers. Starting from the front end these are: a sensor layer, an opponent-energy layer, and a layer of integrator units. As mentioned above, the model could potentially allow adaptation at all levels. For a transparentmotion stimulus, the directions are processed separately during adaptation. The fact that we can get an aftereffect direction depending on the type of test pattern can only be explained if the activity/sensitivity distributions along the pathway of visual motion processing are still separately available at the time the test stimulus is presented. The site of adaptation must be located either at the sensor level or at the opponent-stage level, but not at the final integrative level. Wilson considers motion transparency (transparent motion) as a "relatively infrequent phenomenon" (1994, page 246), but we would argue that transparent motion is a rather frequent percept. For example, when we see poles, fences, bushes, and the like at different distances while running, or shadows that move across moving objects, or while driving a car when rain pours on the front window, etc (see also Braddick 1997). Wilson's model would undoubtedly gain wider acceptance if it was able to handle transparent motion and its MAE(s).
